Swing the baton and let the sound of strong project management roar
through…
… when you unite and guide some of the most talented graphic artists, construction engineers,
stylists and programmers to compose the most amazing projects in the leading 3D multimedia
agency of the North.
In the role as Swedish-speaking project manager, you will get to leave your distinct mark on
how world-class communication becomes a catalyst for a pronounced growth that goes beyond
the borders of the country where you will play a pivotal role to our clients in Sweden, especially.
With you in charge of exciting projects you will continuously motivate and engage your
talented colleagues to become even better. We expect that you:


Secure successful implementation of projects with top-satisfied clients and a strong
economy. You will have the overall responsibility for 10-15 projects at the time in the
magnitude 50.000 – 1.000.000 DKK. On every project you will collaborate with a team
leader, a resource and a technical insight in the project.



Organize client meetings, interview salespeople regarding project transmissions,
estimate and compile budgets, contribute to the best establishment of teams, in charge
of start-up meetings and develop time- and production schedules.



Ensure that the communication and arrangements with clients are alpha and omega,
where you, for instance, are frontrunner on picking up the phone before sending an email so the clients will experience a consistent and professional service all the way
throughout projects from all the involved parties at Cadesign form. In doing so, you will
contribute to a remarkable increase in resales and additional sales and the business
having reached its ambitious growth rate within the first 1-2 years.



Are frontrunner in a cultural shift where a strong and solid collaboration across the 3
departments in Cadesign form (Sales, Interactive & 3D) is established and where service
becomes a deeply integrated part of the entire culture.

Your potentiality, when looking forward a few years:
Over a period of 1-2 years you will develop into partaking a more strategic and sales embossed
role towards the clients, where you, to a greater extent, will act as sounding board on the clients’
businesses and their 3D-solutions. You will contribute to a growth in projects’ size resulting in
less minor projects. Cadesign form have an ambitious growth strategy which entails an increase
in turnover by 2022 and the implementation of a world-class service culture. A growth strategy
like this invites to exciting career possibilities if you manage to set the scene.

You presumably have a background in…
… the advertisement- or communications industry and have a commercial education. You have
created results within project management and preferably have a digital mindset. Alternatively,
you have a technical background and have made your way to the role of a project manager. The
most important aspect is that you have the right attitude, have a communicative impact and are
top-motivated to lead the projects in Cadesign form successfully from start to end. Linguistically
and culturally, you master Swedish to perfection, since you will be responsible for our Swedish
clients.
Your new winning team!
With decades of experience and specialization in visual communication, Cadesign form delivers
visual communication, film and digital solutions to a wide range of industries all over Northern
Europe. We are approximately 80 employees and have a subsidiary company in Germany as
well as a sales office in England.
On this exciting journey with growth on the agenda in Cadesign form, Sweden is an important
market which is why Sweden has a dedicated salesman who is effectively opening the Swedish
market. Together with this salesman, you contribute to leave your impression on a market in
growth and make a remarkable difference.
You will enter an innovative and creative environment in a flat organization with room for
different opinions, where you, to a great extent, will have influence on your own role in the
organization and the daily routine. You will get to work with several of Cadesign form’s clients
in Sweden, which include large and acknowledged clients such as Electrolux, Hafa, Marbodal,
and Monier – in addition to the exciting clients Cadesign form have in both Denmark, Norway,
Germany and England for instance Danfoss, Grundfos, Louis Poulsen and BoConcept.
Are you ready to take in Sweden with your colleagues?
Then send your application and resume today! Mind A/S handles the recruitment process why
the resume and application have to be send through the link below. We can’t wait to hear from
you!
Application deadline: As soon as possible – We will continuously arrange interviews.
If you wish to receive more information, you can contact us here:
Thomas Middelhede Randrup
+45 78 79 66 04
Apply for the job through this link

